[Systemic treatments of metastatic or locally recurrent adenoid cystic carcinoma of the head and neck, a systematic review].
Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma is a rare tumor of the head and neck sphere. The purpose of this review is a state of the art of systemic treatments (chemotherapies, targeted therapies, immunotherapies) for locally recurrent or metastatic disease. Our inclusion criteria included head and neck adult patient, metastatic or locally advanced, treated by a systemic therapy, and with at least 10 or more patients. Forty articles have been selected in this review. The objective response rate under chemotherapy was predominantly<10% (0-70%) with objective responses in monotherapy with cisplatin, mitoxantrone, vinorelbine and eribuline, and with cisplatin-vinorelbine combination. EGFR inhibitors provided 40% objective responses only in combination. Inhibitors of VEGF and histone deacetylase have allowed disease stabilization in progressive patients, with about 10% of objective response. Inhibitors of c-KIT monotherapy yield objective response rates of<5%. Direct inhibitors of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway display 0% objective response rate. The best objective response rates were obtained with cisplatin-vinorelbine combination. Many targetable molecular abnormalities have been identified and studies have shown prolonged stabilization with EGFR, VEGF and HDAC inhibitors. Multi-disciplinary collaborative consultation (MCC) meetings such as French network of experts in rare head and neck tumors (REFCOR) or Molecular MCC should be proposed and may allow referral to centers proposing specific therapeutic trials.